NAPCO Express XP 400/600

4- and 6-zone hybrid hardwire/wireless systems promise even the discriminating consumer, some of the most reliable security technology available at an unsurpassed value.

- Engineered to be featured-rich and dependable
- Wireless-Ready using all the standard Gemini crystal-control wireless – proven to outperform leading competitive brands in independent tests.
- Super-easy, LED Keypads with 3 Keypad Panics Buttons, privacy door and concealed zone directory—great new décor-blending contemporary styling!
- 4 to 6 Programmable, Hardwire Zones (XP400 and XP600, respectively)
- 4 to 6 Individually Reporting Users.
- Up to 6 Wireless Points, Plus 2 to 4 Wireless Keyfobs. (Assured transmitter signal strength annunciated at keypad).
- XP600 Additionally Includes 2-Wire UL Fire Supporting up to 4 Wireless Smoke Detectors.

Independent tests prove NAPCO wireless outperforms the competition

We had every major manufacturer’s wireless put to the test and one system outperformed the rest by as much as 50% – NAPCO’s Gemini. Even under torture-test conditions, in the toughest industrial warehousing, NAPCO Gemini crystal-control transmitters cut through with stronger strength for superior range & reliability.

Requests for the report of these findings (by NY Testing Laboratories, Inc.) may be made in writing to NAPCO, ATTN: RF TEST MKTG, to the address below. Gemini is a trademark of NAPCO. © NAPCO New York Testing Laboratories, Inc. and its logo are properties thereof. Ademco Vista, DSC Power and ITI Concord are trademarks of Honeywell Co., Tyco Intl. and GE, respectively. Testing utilized 25 and 50’ range increments. The following systems were used in above testing: NAPCO Gemini P1632, ITI Concord 60-806, DSC Power 832, Ademco Vista 105E.
XP600 FEATURES:
- 6 programmable hardwire zones plus 1 fire zone.
- Up to 6 individually-reporting user codes.
- Wireless-Ready: Supports up to 2 Gemini wireless receivers (GEM-RECV-XP8) and all Gemini Transmitters, crystal-controlled for maximum reliability.
- Wireless support for up to 4 keyfobs with programmable audible “chirp” arm/disarm; plus 6 points from your choice of any Gemini transmitters.
- 2-Wire Fire Zone additionally supports 4 wireless Gemini Smoke Detectors

XP400 FEATURES:
- 4 programmable hardwire zones.
- Up to 4 individually-reporting user codes.
- Wireless-Ready: Supports up to 2 Gemini wireless receivers (GEM-RECV-XP8) and all Gemini transmitters, crystal-controlled for maximum reliability.
- Wireless support for up to 2 key fobs with programmable audible “chirp” arm/disarm; plus 4 points from your choice of any Gemini transmitters.

BOTH NAPCO EXPRESS SERIES CONTROLS FEATURE:
- Adjustable supervisory time for transmitter check-in.
- Programmable telephone line cut supervision.
- 2 Programmable outputs for burglarly, siren, strobe, audio verification-by-zone, access control, etc.
- “EZ-LoopsTM” exclusive, intuitive, easy-to-wire double zoning with fault supervision.
- EZ-Wire full-size terminal strip.
- “Home/Away with Delay” for auto interior bypass.
- Chime feature.
- Supervised Bell Output.
- Swinger shutdown.
- Compliances: UL, ULC , FCC, CE.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Alarm Output: Burg-12 VDC, 2A, max; Fire-12VDC, 125mA.
  Combined Standby Current: XP600 - 500mA, max; XP400-250mA, max.
- Loop resistance: 100 ohms, max.
- Loop current: 0.9mA (Zns 1,2,3 ); 0.5mA (Zns 4,5,6).

COMMUNICATOR:
- NAPCO Quickloader® PCD-WINDOWS Software for easy up/downloading. Includes unique unattended method, selectable call-back or instant-connect, keypad-activated method.
- Reports in all major formats: 3/1, 4/2, Ademco Slow, Radionics Fast, Silent Knight Fast, Universal High Speed & Point ID.
- Also Reports on Pager Format
- Reporting to up to 3 phone numbers.

NAPCO EXPRESS KEYPADS:
- Deluxe Backlit Keypad RPX6 supplied with XP600 System
- Standard RPXP4 Keypad supplied with XP400 System
- Very easy to use and learn.
- Attractive, decorator white keypads with compact styling.
- Multilingial displays available.
- Vivid LED keypad display.
- 3 Keypad activated panics.
- Visual & Audible Indicators for Actual Wireless Transmitter Signal Strength (1-4) through Keypad’s Sounder & LEDs.
- Full-size touch-tone keys.
- Keypad display of: transmitter trouble, transmitter low battery, telephone line failure (also with audible annunciation).
- Up to 4 Keypads Supported on XP600;
- Up to 3 Keypads Supported on XP400.
- Keyswitch Option

ORDERING INFORMATION:

NAPCO EXPRESS SERIES:
- XP600/4 4-Pak of Hybrid XP600 Controls & 4 RPX6 Backlit LED Keypads. (Transformers sold separately.)
- RPX6 Additional Backlit Keypad
- XP400/4 4-Pak of Hybrid XP400 Controls & 4 RPX4 LED Keypads. (Transformers sold separately.)
- RPX4 Additional Keypads.

Note: Systems require 16.5VAC Transformer & Battery Separately Available
- TRF12 16.5VDC 20VA Transformer, or equivalent separately purchased for above.

GEMINI™ WIRELESS:
- RECV XP8 8-Point Wireless Receiver.
- GEM-KEYF Wireless Keyfob for Pendant Panic ( keyring & neck chain, supplied).
- GEM-TRANS 2 2 Point Wireless Window/Door Transmitter (battery, included).
- GEM-PIR Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIR-2 Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 100’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIR-4 Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 100’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPET Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPET Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).
- GEM-PIRPETBP Wireless PIR Sensor w/ 50 x 50’ Coverage and 40lb. pet-animal immunity. (Battery supplied).

NAPCO SECURITY GROUP
In North America
1-800-645-9445
631-842-9400
333 Bayview Avenue
Amityville, New York 11701 USA
www.napcosecurity.com

International
224 Europa Blvd, Gemini Business Park
Warrington WA5 7TN England UK
44 (0) 1925242428
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